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These objectives, whlch may appear
modest at firsi glance, are truly critical
ones in the long run. They mean that we
must ensure that the debate on Article VI
Issues contributes in a positive manner to
the overali objectives of the NPT and
does flot degenerate into an acrimonlous
debate which wiIl only hold hostage pro-
gress in other areas of the NPT. They
mean a reconfirmation of the need for
nuclear weapon states, and particularly the
United States and the Soviet Union, to
negotate in good falth towards the adop-
tion of effective measures to achieve a
cessation of the nuclear arma race at an
early date and a significant reduction in
nuclear arms.

Progress towards a Comprehensive
Test Ban Treaty has been traditionally
associated with compliance on Article
VI. For Canada, the achievement of a
Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty con-
tinues to be a fundamental and abiding
Canadian objective. We believe that a
CTB is a concrete, realistc measure
which would constitute a major step In
curbing the developmient of new and
more sophistloeted nuclear weapons.
It is regarded as an extremely im-
portant step towards halting both the
vertical and horizontal proliferation of
nuclear weapons. As the UN Secretary-
General stated earlier this year, 'It: is
of direct Importance to the future of
humanity to end aIl nuclear explosions.
No other means would be as effective
In limiting the further development of
nuclear weapons.X...

While a review of events in the field of
International security provides a cheokered
image of progrees achleved, the situation
is quite different If one turns to Articles 111
and IV of the Treaty. In the area of nu-
clear nion-prol1ife ratio n/nucl ear coopera-
tion, the Treaty has served the world
Weill, Prolferation risks have largely been
contained and enhanced cooperation has
taken place....

Regarding Article VII, and consistent with
Canada's policy of promoting an effective
non-proliferation regime based on the
NPT, Canada has been strongly suppor-
tive of the concept of nuclear-weapon-free
zones (NWFZ> where they command the
support of the countries in the aiea and
Promote regional and international stability.
Such zones are not a fully satisfactory
alternative Io the ratification of the NPT by
some of the countries of the areas con-
cerned; nonethelees, in mhe absence of

universal or near-universal adherence to
the NPT, the creation of such zones can
make a significant contribution to the
objective of preventing the proliferation of
nuclear weapons.

Canada has supported United Nations
resolutions calling for such zones In
Africa, mhe Middle East and South Asia
and has welcomred mhe very Important
recent declaration of mhe South Paciflo
Nuclear Free Zone. Canada has also
backed measuies whlch would con-
solidate the establishment of a NWFZ in
Latin AmnerIca In accordance with the
Treaty of Tîatelolco, in spite of Canadian
opposition to a provision in the Treaty
which allows for mhe explosion of nuclear
devices for socalled peaceful purposes.

ln mhis regard, under Article V, we
relterate Canada's view that mhe economnic
value of mhe peaceful applications of
nuclear explosions remains in doubt. We
believe that the independent possession of
peaceful nuclear explosive devices by

non-nuclear weapon states would pose a
mhreat to regional and International
security.

Mr. President, any agreement mhat brings
together so many diverse natilons wil be
subject to certain strains and problemis of
complIance. In the International corn-
munity, it is diflicult to legislate security -
thiat is what certain articles af the NPT are
attempting to do. The NPT, for ail its
strerigttis and weaknesses, is stilI an Inter-
national instrument whose credbility and
applicability «Ms be constuitly monitored
and nurtured. The NPT cannot be taken
for granted. Rf is a valuable International
Instrument, having at once bomh praot"a
and moral dimensions. The fact that count-
tries are continuing to slgn the NPT, and
continuing to feel mhat #"e should sign mhe
NPT, is a tribute to both mhe moral force
and practical utility of mhe Tieaty. Rf re-
flects a basic belief within mhe International
cornmunty that proliferation Is a bad thing
and the absence of the NPT would have
disastrous results.7
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